**Details of Proposed Request**

**Existing Conditions**
The site is a vacant lot at the corner of East Worthington Avenue and Park Road. Parcel dimensions are 80’ x 150’ with a 10’ alley easement to the rear. A Stop Work Order was issued for the removal of large mature trees on the property.

**Proposal**
Several large trees were removed without a COA. The applicant does not have a plan for new construction. Enforcement staff has begun the issuance of fines. The HDC shall determine if other remedies are appropriate.

**Policy & Design Guidelines - Tree Removal, page 59**
1. A Certified Arborist should be consulted in all applications regarding the removal of trees, and regarding the planting of trees when necessary. For full HDC review cases, a written recommendation from a Certified Arborist may be required.
2. The removal of dead or diseased trees will not require a Certificate of Appropriateness, provided a written assessment by a Certified Arborist is submitted to HDC Staff in advance, and that the HDC Staff judges that removal is justified. Otherwise, the removal request will be reviewed by the full Historic District Commission.
3. Trees in rear yards that are less than six inches in diameter may be removed with administrative approval.
4. Large healthy trees in rear and side yards that make a major contribution to the neighborhood tree canopy cannot be removed without the approval of the full Historic District Commission.
5. Front yard trees less than six inches in diameter may be removed with administrative approval. The removal of larger trees will require the approval of the full Commission, unless a written assessment by a Certified Arborist is submitted to HDC Staff in advance, and that the HDC Staff judges that removal is justified.
6. Where necessary, applicants are responsible for obtaining a tree protection plan approval from the Charlotte Engineering Department for new construction and additions, as required by the Charlotte Tree Ordinance.

**Staff Analysis**
The Commission will determine the appropriate corrective action for the removal of the trees.
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To: Ms. Kristina Harpst, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Planning, Historic District
Mr. Steve Moss, Moss Construction Company, Denver, NC

From: Tom Martin, Martin Arboricultural Consulting
ISA Board Certified Master Arborist #SO-0426B

Subject: Report on Trees Located at 901 East Worthington Ave, Charlotte, NC

Background

Steen Moss commissioned me to inspect and evaluate existing trees on the vacant lot at 901 E. Worthington Ave. I was informed by Mr. Moss that the construction of a single family home is planned for this lot located in this Charlotte Historic District. I was to assess these trees as to their current condition, potential contribution to the site and the neighborhood and their ultimate ability to sustain the damage that would occur from the construction.

Description, Condition & Recommendations

Below are my assessments of each tree in question. If an existing tree on the lot is not listed, it is assumed the tree will remain. Position references to specific trees assumes the observer is standing at the front of the lot on East Worthington Ave. and looking to the rear of the lot (to the east).

1. At the right middle of the lot immediately adjacent to the neighbor’s fence is a single stem pecan tree of approximately 18” DBH (diameter-at-breast-height). The tree is currently healthy run and has good symmetrical form. Based on currently survey staking and the allowable side setback of five feet, excavation for the basement could occur within two feet of the base of the trunk, with the wall of the house sitting within five feet of the trunk. Excavation for the house foundation would remove approximately 40% of the root system. Additional damage from soil compaction by equipment and foot traffic would damage additional portions of the Critical Root System.
Zone. Of additional concern is that it is likely the trunk and root flair will be damaged. This will make the tree a potential future should the tree survive the construction.

In addition, much of the canopy on the north side of this 50-foot tall tree would need to be removed by pruning to make way for the structure. This would leave a poorly formed tree with little growing room.

**My recommendation is to remove the tree** because of all the potential damage it will incur and the minimal contribution it would make to future landscape and the neighborhood. Additionally, by removing the tree, it will allow a nice specimen elm immediately behind it more future growing space.

![Pecan in left foreground and cherry/willow oak just beyond azalea; looking from rear of property toward Worthington Ave. Note orange marking on ground where proposed foundation corner is located.](image)

2. Black cherry tree 18” DBH located at the right property line about 30 feet from the front sidewalk. This tree occupies approximately the same juxtaposition to the right front of the

Tom Martin, Master Certified Arborist #SO-0426B
potential excavation as the pecan tree does. The potential for damage and survival is about the same as the pecan. In addition, native black cherry is a relatively short-lived species with a host of insect and disease problems making it a poor choice for a residential tree. For these reasons, it is my recommendation that this tree be removed. Aside, there is a small (8” DBH) willow oak growing to the trunk of the black cherry and up into the canopy of the cherry and has not developed a main leader. It should be removed at the same time as the cherry.

3. Across the right front of the property, running adjacent to the sidewalk on East Worthington Ave, are four eastern redcedars (Juniperus virginiana). Their DBH were 4”, 3”, 3” and 4”. While they were healthy, the sizes were less than that required under the Historic District Zoning requirements for preservation.

4. Small willow oak, at the right front corner of the property, of a DBH of 5 inches. While this tree was healthy and sported a central leader, I recommend its removal because it has the ability to grow fast and reach a very large size. It was growing up into the canopy of the 33-inch DBH specimen ginkgo that is scheduled to remain after construction. The oak would negatively impact the ginkgo and should be removed before it gets any larger.

5. Mr. Moss asked me to comment on a mature Chinese holly located just behind the sidewalk on Park Rd at the left middle of the property. This was likely a plant that started life on this lot as a shrub and over decades grew into either an overgrown shrub or small tree, depending on your definition of a tree. It has sustained some severe and improper pruning from the property owner, not knowing the plant may need to remain. It is now disfigured and contributes little to either tree canopy for the neighborhood or to the beauty of the streetscape. In addition, the plant overtops an adjacent mature street-tree crepemyrtle. It would benefit the crepemyrtle and the aesthetics of the street to allow the owner to continue the removal and then require a suitable replacement that would better fit the available space.

Please feel free to contact me to discuss this report or if you have additional questions.